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Sensor networks are deployed to monitor the interested area. Maximizing the sensing coverage depends on effectively determining
the locations of sensors. In this paper, a self-deploying method named as Ion-6 is proposed. Sensors are modeled as ions, and the
links between them are treated as ionic bonds. When the number of ionic bonds of a sensor is full, the sensor will expel others
out of its field. Sensors organize themselves as the hexagonal format to maximize the network’s coverage area, retain the network
connectivity, and prevent from introducing the coverage holes. The sensors in the proposed method can compute their moving
directions and distances independently without priori position information. Simulation results show that Ion-6 can organize
sensors as the hexagonal format to maximize the coverage area. The deploying time of Ion-6 is less than the molecule model and
efficiently eliminates the unnecessary movements of the virtual force (V-force) method.

1. Introduction

A sensor network consists of a large number of tiny devices,
which can detect the variances of environment, execute
simple computations, and use wireless communication to
exchange information. Those devices are deployed over the
interested regions to collect the environment information
and help people to monitor the incidents.

Sensors can be deployed factitiously [1–6] or be ran-
domly spread over the interested regions. However, in the
applications to monitor the harsh terrain or the hostile
environments, it is almost impossible to deploy sensors
by human beings, for example, detect the radiation zone,
monitor the noxious gas leaking area, trace the frontline
battlefield, and explore unknown planets.

Spreading the sensors randomly cannot guarantee the
precise settle-down location of each sensor. Sensors may
cluster overly in a small region or may distribute too sparsely
to retain the network connectivity. Those two possible
unfavorable results cause the sensors losing the efficient
surveillance on the environment. Therefore, the sensors with
the mobile ability are used to adjust their positions after
randomly spreading.

The deploying problem will become trivial if each
sensor can obtain both the mobile ability and its position
information [7–10]. Each sensor’s final location can be
scheduled to maximize the coverage area and minimize the
moving distance. However, when the position information
is not available, getting well coverage area and shortening
the moving distance during the self-deploying will become
a great challenge. Thus, some of the previous researches
organize sensors into the cluster architecture [11–13]. A
small set of mobile sensors are selected as the local controllers
to determine the others’ locations. In this architecture, the
sensor-deploying problem is simplified to organize sensors
in every cluster. The critical issue of this architecture is that
it has the reliability problem when the cluster heads out of
function.

Some previous works model the mobile sensors as the
electrons [14, 15] or molecules [16, 17] to avoid the fault
of cluster architecture. The received signal strength (RSS) of
this message is treated as the force which pushes each other.
The deploying procedure finishes when the forces work on
every sensor are balanced. Sensors in this model may have
oscillation moving that sensors move back and forth over
a small region to adjust their positions before the force
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becomes balance. It is not energy efficiency for the energy-
limited sensors.

In this paper, we model the deploying problem as
building the ionic bonds between ions. Sensors are ions, and
the built links between them are the ionic bonds. Sensors
do not need to have their position information. They only
require the abilities to identify the direction of incoming
signals and accurately estimate their distance to the other
neighbors. These are two essential abilities in general self-
deploying methods. The proposed method can effectively
maximize the coverage and minimize the deploying time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
positioning systems are reviewed in Section 2. The proposed
method is given in Section 3. In addition, this section also
discusses how to adjust the deploying location when sensors
do not move to their proper locations. In Section 4, we
give the simulation results to prove that the proposed Ion-
6 method works well. Finally, the paper conclusions are in
Section 5.

2. Related Works

For the mobile sensors, the self-deploying methods have
two classes. The first class is position-based methods which
mobile sensors have the prior knowledge of their location
information [7–10]. When sensors can get their position
information, their positions can be prescheduled before they
are cast over the interested region. The average moving
distance of sensors can be minimized, and the coverage area
can be maximized. Therefore, the object of position-based
methods is to maximize the coverage area [8], minimize
the moving distance [9], and eliminate the coverage holes
[18, 19]. Jourdan et al. use the genetic algorithm to solve
the deployment optimization problem [19]. To speed up the
computational convergence of the method in [20], Xiaoling
et al. use the particle swarm optimization (PSO) problem to
model the self-deploying problem. Sensors are restricted to
move in the limited region to save energy consumed during
the sensor moving process. A similar method is proposed in
[7] but involves the obstacles in the interested region. These
methods divide the interested region into multiple regular
grid areas. In [10], Li et al. considered the distance and
orientation of every sensor to find its deploying location. The
position information is necessary for this method to organize
the sensors as a hexagon format.

The second class is positionless that mobile sensors do
not have their position information. The simplest position-
less method is organizing sensors into multiple clusters [11].
In each cluster, a mobile sensor takes charge to determine the
others’ locations. This mobile sensor is named cluster header.
Sensors in each cluster will organize as the star topology that
the cluster head is the center. Due to the fact that geography
may greatly increase the difficulty on placing and electing
the cluster heads, determining the cluster heads is the major
challenge in this method. In additional, when cluster head
crashes, a recovery mechanism [13, 14] is needed to retain
the reliability of network.

Another positionless method is to model the mobile
sensors as the molecules [12, 16, 17]. Each sensor has to

broadcast a dummy message periodically to announce its
existence. By collecting the dummy message, each sensor can
know how many neighbors it has. The number of neighbors
implies the density of its neighborhood. Sensors will move
step by step from high-density area to a low-density one.
The moving direction can be computed from the direction
of the incoming signal. Because the sensors use small step
to adjust their next position, the deployment process usually
consumes a lot of time. Mobile sensors also waste much
additional energy on exchanging messages.

To deploy the sensors quickly, sensors are modeled as
the electrons [5, 14, 15]. This model is called the Virtual
Force (V-force) method. Similar to the molecule model,
sensors have to send the dummy message. The receivers will
transform the signal strength of the incoming message as
the force. When the received message gives strong signal
strength, a large force is created; otherwise, the force is small.
The receiver computes the net forces and determines its
moving direction and distance. Sensors continuously move
until the value of net forces is less than the threshold.
Although this method removes the reliability problem of the
cluster architecture, it has a severe problem on redundant
movement, which is caused by the oscillation moving.

To reduce the energy consumed on oscillation moving
and to maximize the coverage area in the positionless
methods, we proposed a novel method which models the
sensors as ions. Sensors in the proposed method can expand
their coverage area better than both molecule model and the
V-Force method. Besides, sensors can be deployed rapidly
than the molecule model and can save much energy wasted
on the redundant movement than the V-Force method. The
detail is given in next section.

3. The Ion-6 Method

3.1. Preliminaries and Assumptions. Each sensor has the fol-
lowing characteristics which are the common characteristics
in current self-deploying methods.

(1) Each sensor has a unique identity. Sensors are
randomly spread over the interested region.

(2) Each sensor can communicate with others without
losing data.

(3) All sensors have the same communication ranges.
The coverage area of each sensor is a circular disk.
The sensing range is equal to the communication
range.

(4) Sensors can precisely estimate the Euclid’s distance
to the sender from the received signal strength of
incoming packets. The Friis transmission formula
[21] is used to convert the RSS to Euclid’s distance.
In the later, we will consider inaccurate estimation
and show how sensors detect the fault and adjust their
positions.

(5) Each sensor installs a precise antenna array, which
can identify the angle of every incoming packet. Each
sensor also has a precise compass to determine its
moving direction.
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Figure 1: The six ionic bonds and stable slots of sensor S.

We have the following additional assumptions for our
proposed method. The maximal number of neighbors which
a sensor can have is defined as the number of ionic bonds.
To organize the deploying topology as the hexagonal format,
the ionic bonds of every sensor are set to six. The first sensor
which starts the deploying procedure will define the direction
of each ionic bond. The direction of these six ionic bonds will
evenly divide the circular communication coverage into six
same-sized sectors shown as Figure 1. All sensors follow the
first sensor’s decision and propagate this decision to others
during the deploying procedure.

For each sensor, if there is a neighbor at the direction of
its ionic bond Ii, denoted as Di, and the distance between the
neighbor and itself is equal to the sensing radius R, the ionic
bond Ii is defined as a stable ionic bond. The location of this
neighbor is called as the stable slot of ionic bond Ii, denoted
as Pi. As Figure 1 shows, the directions of the six ionic bonds
of sensor S are D1,D2, . . . ,D6. The corresponding stable slots
are P1,P2, . . . ,P6. If a stable slot has obstacles in it such that
the assigned neighbor cannot move to there, the sensor will
remove this ionic bond.

3.2. The Ion-6 Method. Initially, all sensors are in passive
mode waiting for combining with others. Because sensors
have free ionic bonds, their state is unsteady. A random
sensor S enters the active mode and starts the deploying
procedure. Sensor S is called as anchor. The anchorS sets the
default directions of the six ionic bonds and broadcasts to
all neighbors via a bond packet. The directions of these ionic
bonds are represented as unit vectors.

Let W be an unsteady sensor that can directly receive the
bond packet from S, and its distance to S is �SW �. Sensor
W uses the Frii’s transmission formula [21] to compute the
�SW � from the RSS. We assume that �SW � � d. In addition,

the incoming direction of the bond packet is
�

VW shown as
Figure 2. For each free ionic bond Ii in the bond packet,
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Figure 2: The directions of the six ionic bonds.

sensor W computes the distance mi and direction
�

Ui to the
corresponding stable slot Pi. Then, sensor W reports the
results to S. Here, we denote the distance to stable slot Pi as

mi and the direction as
�

Ui.
By having the communication radius R and the distance�SW � � d, we can use the cosine law to compute the mi

mi �

�
d2
� R2

� 2dR cos θi. (1)

The angle θi is the included angle of
�

VW and
�

Di. It can be

obtained from the inner product of
�

VW and
�

Di

θi � cos�1
���
���VW �

��

Di�
���VW����Di�

��	. (2)

The moving direction
�

Ui can be computed from

��

Ui � R �
��

Di � d �
��

VW. (3)

After collecting the results from all neighbor sensors,
anchorS instructs the sensor with minimal mi to move to
each Pi. These instructed sensors will change to active mode.
We called them as candidates. After the candidates move to
the stable slots, they park at the locations and notify S. Note
that if a Pi has already been occupied by a sensor, S will not
assign a candidate again. When all the ionic bonds become
stable, S will expel all passive mode sensors out its sensing
field. When S finished expelling the passive mode sensors,
it changes to lock state. The lock state sensors will no longer
move. All candidates become anchors and are notified to find
its candidates. To prevent two adjacent anchor sensors from
arranging two different candidates to their joint stable slots,
only one anchor sensor is allowed to broadcast the bond
packet at a time. The other anchor sensor must hold down
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Figure 3: Deploying example.

until the candidate sensors of current anchor sensor move to
their stable slots.

Furthermore, to prevent the expelled passive sensors
from moving back to the sensing range of the lock state
sensors, a level architecture is also built while determining
the candidates. The first active sensor sets its level to 0. The
candidates selected by active sensor X will set their level to
Lx � 1, where Lx is the level of X. The active sensors in level

N�1 can start to broadcast their bond packets when all active
sensors in level N have found or not been able to find the
candidate sensors. The deploying procedure stops until all
sensors become the lock state.

Figure 3 gives a little example of the proposed method.
Initially, sensors are deployed as Figure 3(a). The sensor G
enters the active mode to broadcast the bond packet. G sets
its level to 1 and determines the directions of the six ionic
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bonds. The sensors 
A, B, C, E, F, K, N, O� receive the bond

packet from G. They compute the mi and
�

Ui to each stable
slot of G. Sensor G selects the set Ω � 
K, C, A, B, E, O� as
its candidates after it collects the results from neighbors. The
level information is also propagated to them. Sensors in set Ω
set their level to 2, change to active mode, and start to move
to the corresponding stable slots. When these six candidates
reach the target locations, those passive mode sensors in G’s
sensing field will be expelled by G. The sensors N and F are
expelled shown as Figure 3(b).

After G expels all passive mode sensors, it acknowledges
all level 2 sensors to select their candidates. K and B are the
first two sensors selected to choose their candidates shown as
Figure 3(c). The level 2 candidates A, C, E, and O hold down
their attempts to select candidates because the transmissions
of K or B block their bond packets. Sensor K chooses H,
F, and L as its candidates. Sensor B only chooses N and D
because there are no other sensors. The sensors H, F, L, N,
and D are set to level 3. When all the six ionic bonds of
K become stable, sensor K starts to expel the passive mode
sensor M out of its sensing coverage. So is the sensor B. The
other level 2 candidates C, O and A, E are similar to K and B.
Their results are shown as Figures 3(d) and 3(e).

After all sensors in level 2 have chosen their candidates,
the sensors in level 3 will be notified to select their candidates.
In this example, all level 3 sensors have no passive sensors
in their sensing fields. Therefore, the deploying procedure
terminates. Figure 3(f) shows the deploying results.

3.3. Adjusting the Location to Stable Slot. The accuracy
distance from a sensor to each stable slot of the anchor
is necessary for the Ion-6 method. However, the estimated
distance may be shorter or longer than the real one in
the practice case. In this section, we discuss the position
adjusting mechanism to recover from inaccuracy distance
estimation.

Let d0 be the real distance between S and one of its
candidate T, and de is the estimated distance where d0 � de,
shown as Figure 4(a). Before the candidate T moves, its
position is at location G. However, candidate T thinks its
location is at F because of the inaccuracy estimated distance.
Candidate T uses the radius R, de, and includes angle of the

vector
�

V and
�

Di to compute the moving distance mi � mi �

�FP� � �GQ� and the moving direction
�

Ui� � �GQ � to the stable

slot Pi. By following the computed mi and
�

U , the location of
candidate T is at Q instead of stable slot Pi.

When candidate T reaches location Q, the angle of

the incoming signal from S,
�

V �, is not aligned with
�

Di. It
indicates that candidate T has not moved to the stable slot
Pi yet. The candidate T should adjust its location by moving

toward the direction
�

QPi with distance ε � �d0 � de�.
Let �QSPi be ϕ which can be computed from the inner

product of
�

V � and
�

Di. Because SG is parallel to
�

QPi, the
�SQPi will be θ � ϕ. And the ε can be calculated from

ε �
R

sin�θ � ϕ � sinϕ. (4)

Furthermore, the adjusting direction
�

QPi is
�

Di �

�

V �. Due to

the SG and
�

QPi are parallel,
�

QPi� �
�

V .
For the case d0 � de, shown as Figure 4(b), the position

adjusting procedure is similar. The adjusting direction
�

PiQ is
�

V . The difference is the angle for the sine law changes as the
following:

ε �
R

sin θ
� sinϕ. (5)

To determine d0 � de or d0 � de, we need to compare
the angle �GSPi and �GSQ. If �GSPi � �GSQ, (4) is
used; otherwise, (5) is used. The algorithm for the proposed
deploying method is given in Algorithm 1.
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Ωq: the set of one-hop neighbors of sensor q.
I j : the jth ionic bond of a sensor q, where j � 1, . . . , 6.
D j : the direction of the jth ionic bond of a sensor q.
Pi
j : the location of stable slot of the jth ionic bond of a sensor q.

HK : the location of sensor K.
L�S�: the level of sensor S. The initial level of all sensors is infinite.
Gi: the group of sensors in level i.
VS: incoming direction of received signal from sensor S.
(1) Give a sensor S, sets its level L�S� to 0.

Sensor S determines the D j of each I j . D j is a unit vector.
Set i � 0.

(2) If Gi is empty
(3) Exit.
(4) Else
(5) For each sensor Z in Gi do �
(6) Sensor Z broadcasts the D j to sensor X � X � ΩZ .

(7) X computes the length and direction of
�

HXP
z
j � j � 1, . . . , 6.

(8) Return the computed results to Z.
(9) For each Pz

j � j � 1, . . . 6, �

(10) Z selects the sensor X �

j with min�
�

HX�

j
Pz
j � as the candidate to the location PS

j .

(11) Skip the Pz
j , if �

(12) (a) There is no selectable sensor in ΩZ

(13) (b) The location has occupied by a sensor not in passive mode
(14) �

(15) Sensor X �

j sets its level to L�X �

j� � L�Z� � 1, moves toward the direction
�

HX�

j
Pz
j .

(16) X �

j compares the VZ and D j when X �

j stops moving.
(17) If VS! � D j , X �

j adjusts its location until VS � D j .
(18) Else X �

j notifies the Z that it reaches location Pi
j .

(19) �
(20) �
(21) Sender Z expels the passive mode sensors when all six X �

j are ready.
(22) Set i � i � 1. Redo step (2) to (21).

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the proposed deploying approach.

4. Simulation Results

This section shows the simulation results. A C++ program
is developed to evaluate the proposed Ion-6 method. We
also implement the molecule model [16] and the V-force
method [14] for comparison. The evaluation items include
the coverage, link density, effective move ratio (EMR), number
of movements, and deploying time.

The Coverage is to evaluate the area detecting utilization
of a deploying method. When the number of sensors is fixed,
the deploying method that can maximize the coverage area
will have a higher area detecting rate. In order to return the
sensing date back to the collector, an additional constraint
on maximizing the coverage area is retaining the network
connectivity. Our evaluation will consider maximizing the
coverage and retaining the network connectivity simultane-
ously.

The link density evaluates the number of one-hop
neighbors of each sensor. High-density deploying topology
consolidates the network connectivity but sacrifices the
sensing coverage. Low link density deploying one is just in
contrary and may also generate coverage holes. The best
deploying structure is to organize the sensors in hexagon

structure [15]. We can evaluate the number of linked
neighbors to verify whether sensors are properly deployed.

The effective move ratio (EMR) of a sensor is defined
as dl�dr , where dl is the distance directly lines from initial
location to its final location and dr is the sensors’ total
moving distance from initial location to its final location.
The optimal EMR is 1 that a sensor does not have redundant
moving distance during the deploying procedure. High
EMR implies that the sensor spends a lot of energy on
useless moving. It can be used to estimate whether the
deploying method is energy efficiency and whether the
deploying method has serious oscillation moving problem.
The simulation results will show the average EMR of all
deployed sensors.

The number of moving instructions accumulates the
number of received moving commands until a sensor
becomes stationary. During the deploying procedure, a
sensor will receive a moving instruction before it moves to
its next location. Therefore, the communication overhead of
a deploying method can also be reflected from the number
of moving instructions. The more instructions are issued, the
higher communication overhead a deploying method will be.
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The deploying time is the time period that the sensors
require to finish the deployment. Short deploying time
implies that the method can effectively direct each sensor
moving to proper location. Sensor can quickly start the
environment monitoring task. A good deploying time should
shorten the deploying time.

4.1. Environment Setup. Initially, all deployed mobile sensors
are randomly cast within a 100 � 100 area which is in the
center of the interested area. Each sensor can identify its
moving direction and the directions of the incoming signals.
All sensors uniformly set their sensing range to 50 meters.
The simulated network scale includes 19, 37, 61, 91, and 127
sensors. The number of sensors in each network scale can be
organized as the perfect hexagon format shown as Figure 5.
Therefore, we can draw out their optimal deploying topology
for comparison.

In our simulation, the time spent for a sensor to
change position is only proportional to its moving distance.
The speed and geography factors are not considered. For
estimating the deploying time, each sensor’s moving speed
is uniformly set to 2 meters/sec. Negotiating one deploying
message between sensors requires 0.2 sec. The deploying
procedure completes when all sensors become stationary.
The simulation results are averaged from 500 random tests.

4.2. Numerical Results. Figure 6 compares the coverage area.
The Ion-6 method has better coverage results than other
methods in each network scale. The Ion-6 method exhibits
well coverage results in large network scale. Except the
network scale of 19 sensors, the Ion-6 method can have more
15% additional coverage area than the molecule model.

The V-force method has the worst coverage in our
simulation. The V-force method will quickly expand the
coverage area when network density is high. After a period
of expanding, the network becomes sparse. The forces
contributed by the neighbors will become weak. Sensors
at the outer peripheral of network will stop being pushed
even the sensors in the inner network still suffer great
balanced forces. Therefore, the V-force’s coverage area is
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Figure 6: The coverage size of deploying methods.

slightly less than the molecule model. This phenomenon
gradually becomes explicitly when the network scale grows.

Figure 7 shows the link density distribution of sensors in
different network scale 19, 61, and 127. The optimal curves
in these figures are the link density generated by the perfect
hexagon topologies shown as Figure 5. The link density
distribution of the Ion-6 method in each network scale is
closer to the optimal one than other methods. The sensors
with six neighbors dominate the major percentage. There is
no sensor that has neighbors more than 6 and no sensors
with a single neighbor. Similar to the optimal one, the second
major percentage is four neighbors.

The first and second major percentage in V-force method
and the Molecule model are 5 and 6. Because sensors have
high link density, their coverage areas become small. In
Figure 7, there is no sensor whose link density is zero. It
implies that the Ion-6 can deploy sensors closer to the results
of the optimal case.

Figure 8 displays the effective moving ratio. In the
molecule model, sensors always move a small-step to adjust
the moving direction. The average EMR of a sensor ranges
from 1.3 to 1.6. In order to speed up the deploying of
the molecule model, the sensors in the V-force method
adapt a large move distance to expand quickly. When the
network scale is small, each sensor’s EMR is slightly more
than the molecule model. However, when the network scale
is more than 91, sensor’s EMR rapidly increases because of
the oscillation moving. The EMR in the network scale of 127
sensors is 2. It means that the redundant moving distance of
every sensor is double.

By computing and selecting the suitable candidates, the
Ion-6 method almost introduces zero redundant moving
distance when network scale is 19. When the network scale
is 127, the EMR of Ion-6 method is still less than 1.2. It also
implies that Ion-6 method causes less redundant moving.
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Figure 7: The link density (the distribution of the number of neighbors).

Figure 9 shows the average number of issued moving
instructions of a sensor. In the molecule model, the small step
adjusting strategy spends more communication messages to
negotiate the moving direction with others. Therefore, when
the network scale grows, the number of issued instructions
rapidly increases. For the network scale of 127 sensors,
each sensor has to send more than 170 messages. The
communication overhead is heavy.

In contrary, sensors in the V-force method always try
to move a large distance when they receive a moving

instruction. It can effectively reduce the number of issued
moving instructions. Therefore, the average number of
issued instructions of the V-force method in each network
scale is less than half the number of molecule model.

The Ion-6 exhibits an outstanding result in this evalua-
tion term. Sensors issue the moving instruction only when
they are selected as candidates and ready to expel others.
After a sensor has been selected as a candidate and expels
others, it will no longer have to issue the moving instruction.
Therefore, the Ion-6 method can effectively minimize the
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number of issued moving instructions. Even the network
scale of 127 sensors in our simulation, the number of issued
moving instructions of Ion-6 method is still less than 20.

Figure 10 shows the time to complete the deployment.
Sensors in the molecule model use small moving step to
adjust their position. When the number of sensors grows,
time to complete the deployment increases rapidly. In the
contrary, sensors in the V-force method use large moving
step to adjust their positions when sensors are crowded. The
adjusting step gradually shrinks when sensors spread out. By
effectively adjusting the moving step, the V-force method can
decrease the deploying time.

When the deploying procedure can be finished in one
or two moving instructions, the deploying time of Ion-6
method is better than the V-force method, for example, the
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Figure 10: Deploying times.

scenario of network scale 19. When network scale is more
than 37, the deploying time of Ion-6 gradually increases. In
the network scale of 91 and 127, the deploying time of Ion-
6 method is more than the one of V-force method about
50 seconds. However, Ion-6 is still better than the molecule
model.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the Ion-6 self-deploying method
which models the sensors as the ions. Sensors can compute
their moving directions and distances independently. The
deploying problem is to build ionic bonds between sensors.
To organize the sensors as the hexagonal cellular topology,
the number of ionic bonds of each sensor is set to six. The
sensors selected as candidates are instructed to move. The
other sensors will be expelled outside the sensing areas of the
candidates. A location adjusting mechanism is also proposed
to fix the fault caused by inaccurate estimating distance of the
TDOA technique.

Simulation results prove that the proposed Ion-6 method
can maximize the coverage and achieve the near-optimal
hexagon topology without the explicitly position informa-
tion. It can also efficiently control the movement of each
sensor to minimize the oscillation moving problem in the
V-force method. Furthermore, the Ion-6 method can reduce
the communication overhead and deploying time in the
molecule model.
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